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Abstract

Understanding patterns of tongue motion in speech using 3D motion estimation

is challenging. Harmonic phase analysis has been used to perform noninvasive tongue

motion and strain estimation using tagged magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Two

main contributions have been made in this thesis. First, the filtering process, which

is used to produce harmonic phase images used for tissue tracking, influences the

estimation accuracy. For this work, we evaluated different filtering approaches, and

propose a novel high-pass filter for volumes tagged in individual directions. Testing

was done using an open benchmarking dataset and synthetic images obtained using a

mechanical model. Second, the datasets with inconsistent motion need to be excluded

to yield meaningful motion estimation. For this work, we used a tracking-based

method to evaluate the motion consistency between datasets and gave a strategy

to identify the inconsistent dataset. Experiments including 2 normal subjects were

done to validate our method. In all, the first work about 3D filter design improves

the motion estimation accuracy and the second work about motion consistency test

ensures the meaningfulness of the estimation results.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Tongue Motion Estimation

Understanding the dynamic motion patterns of the tongue, for both normal and

abnormal subjects, is challenging. Prior research has been done to investigate the

tongue movement during speech [1] and swallowing [2]. The study of tongue mo-

tion can help to better understand and model different muscle activations and their

biomechanical properties during speech and swallowing, and to better understand the

effects of treatments for tongue-related disease at different stages [3]. It may also be

useful in the early diagnosis of tongue-related disease [4].

Tongue motion study is challenging because tongue motion is complex [5]. Several

measurement techniques can be used in tongue motion studies. There are two essen-

tial categories: direct point tracking-based techniques and indirect imaging-based
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CHAPTER 1. INTRO

techniques [6]. Point tracking techniques include Electromagnetic Midsagittal Artic-

ulometer (EMMA) [7–9], X-ray Mircobeam [10], Optotrak [11]. They can measure

positions and track individual points over time, but they lack the ability to densely

represent the motion of tissue points either on the surface or within the tongue [6].

For comparison, indirect noninvasive imaging-based techniques provide motion infor-

mation within the tongue instead of just at sparse tissue points. Four anatomical

imaging techniques—X-ray, computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imag-

ing (MRI), and ultrasound (US)—have already been used in several tongue-related

research projects [1, 12–14]. They have various advantages and disadvantages based

on their imaging principles. X-ray is accessible and fast, but only provides a projec-

tion of structures and therefore bony structures instead of soft tissues dominate the

acquired images [6]. CT can ensure both excellent temporal and spatial resolution

of soft tissues and hard structures in a series of images during tongue motion, but it

has the drawback of high radiation exposure because multiple projections are needed

to reconstruct a single CT image slice [15]. US has the limitation that the palate,

pharyngeal wall, jaw, and hyoid bones cannot be imaged clearly due to the high ul-

trasound reflection of other structures such as air gap or bone [16]. However, because

US imaging is known to be completely safe, it still can be widely applied in research

on patients and children. Considering safety issues, accessibility, and image quality,

MRI is very useful in the study of tongue motion. Several types of MR images have

been used for various purposes: high resolution MRI was used to characterize tissue

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRO

and identify tumor [17]; diffusion tensor MRI was used to get fiber orientation and

detailed anatomical structures [18]; and cine-MRI and tagged MRI have been used

to measure tongue motion during speech and swallowing [5, 19].

Cine-MRI is a series of MR images in time sequences, providing information at dif-

ferent times. Usually it takes a long time for MR images to be acquired, especially for

those with high image quality. Subjects may be required to repeat the same motion

task multiple times to ensure both high temporal and spatial resolution. However,

in this process, the inconsistency between multiple repetitions could ruin the whole

image sequence and yield meaningless motion. Acquiring an image within a single

repetition may be possible, but either spatial or temporal resolution would be sacri-

ficed. This is a tradeoff for both cine-MRI and tagged MRI between the consistency

of the appeared tongue motion and the quality of the image sequences.

For cine-MR images, because various muscles contain similar amounts of protons,

there is no obvious contrast between different muscles within the tongue and thus

they cannot provide enough detailed information visually, like diffusion tensor MR

images [18], to distinguish different muscles. From the image analysis perspective,

assuming the intensities of the same portion of the tongue are kept during motion,

the intensities in the cine-MR images between frames are matched to yield dense

displacement fields. However, due to the lack of contrast within the tongue, the

motion within the tongue cannot be distinguished and tracked accurately.

Tagged MRI can overcome this problem by spatially labeling the image. This

3
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technique was first developed to study cardiac motion and cardiac tissue properties

[20,21]. Two radio frequency pulses (RF pulses) and one dephasing gradient pulse in

between, as shown in Figs. 1.1(a) and 1.1(c), are applied to encode the longitudinal

magnetization. Typically, the tip angle for RF pulses in MR tagging can be either 45

or 90 degrees depending on applications, and larger tip angles will result in slower tag

fading. The magnetization is spatially modulated to become sinusoidal. The spatial

frequency of a tagged MR image depends on the area of the dephasing gradient pulse

and its oscillation direction depends on the orientation of the dephasing gradient

pulse. This makes adjacent tissue points distinguishable because of different degrees of

saturation. Before all spins have been recovered, an imaging sequence is applied. As a

result, this special sequence generates a periodic spatial modulation of magnetization

(SPAMM), producing images with multiple stripes that capture the motion between

time points when the tagging pulse is applied and when the imaging pulse is applied.

In general, after one tagging pulse sequence, multiple imaging sequences are applied

to capture sequential times in the process of a continuous motion task. By modifying

the RF pulse and dephasing gradient pulse before the imaging sequences, tagged

MR images with different tag directions, tag distances, and tag fading effects can be

produced. Two main types of tagged MR images, as shown in Figs. 1.1(b) and 1.1(d),

can be used to estimate dense displacements, velocities, and strains. The image in

Fig. 1.1(b) has vertical tags, and can therefore only provide motion information in the

orthogonal (horizontal) direction; the other image shown in Fig. 1.1(d) has grid tags

4



CHAPTER 1. INTRO

Figure 1.1: SPAMM pulse sequences and corresponding tagged MR images. One
can use (a) with two RF pulses and one dephasing gradient pulse in between in the
direction of tagging before the general imaging pulse sequences to generate tagged
MR image in (b); similarly, one can use (c) to generate a grid pattern (d) with tags
in both horizontal and vertical directions. The pulse sequences in (a) and (c) are just
for clear explanation and clarification and not real pulse sequences. Spoiling gradient
pulse sequences are omitted here.

(both horizontal and vertical tags), and can therefore provide motion information in

any direction in the plane. Similarly, in 3D, a grid tagged MRI volume with tags in

three directions indicates motion information in any direction in 3D space [22].

1.2 Harmonic Phase Analysis Method

In this section, various motion estimation methods based on tagged MRI are

described. Harmonic phase analysis method (HARP), a particular phase-based regis-

5
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tration method, is then described. Different types of reconstructed tagged MR images

that can be used in motion estimation tasks are introduced in Section 1.2.1, and two

essential steps of HARP are described in detail in Section 1.2.2 (Traditional Filtering)

and Section 1.2.3 (Phase Matching), respectively.

Several algorithms were initially developed for tagged MRI-based cardiac motion

estimation. Some of them can be adapted for tongue motion estimation. They can

be generally divided into three main categories: intensity-based optical flow methods,

deformable model-based registration methods, and phase-based registration methods.

Each is described as follows:

1. Intensity-based optical flow methods: Traditionally, optical flow assumes the

image intensities are constant during motion. However, for tagged MRI, because

of the tag fading effect (due to relaxation of longitudinal magnetization), the

image intensities change with time and thus brightness constancy does not hold

[23, 24]. Several ways have been proposed to overcome the variable intensity

problems. In [23], a traditional optical flow method was adapted to be a variable

brightness optical flow (VBOF) by adding a term related to relaxation. In [24],

a Laplacian filter was used to compensate for intensity change. These methods

can also be modified for other types of images, such as US images or cine-MR

images.

2. Deformable model-based methods: In general, these methods first detect tags

as features and then propose different deformable models to generate deforma-

6
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tion analysis in either 2D or 3D. Multiple algorithms are proposed for cardiac

deformation analysis and they are thoroughly summarized in [25];

3. Phase-based registration methods: Harmonic phase analysis method (HARP)

[26,27] and local sine wave modeling (SinMod) [28] both use the fact that har-

monic phase values extracted around harmonic peaks in the frequency domain

(k-space) of tagged MRI are constant during motion. The main difference be-

tween two is that not only phase values but also frequency values are used to

estimate the spatial deformation for SinMod.

Among all different motion tracking methods, as one of the most accurate and

robust methods, harmonic phase analysis was originally developed to measure 2D

cardiac motion [26, 27] and has also been used to study the motion of other organs

including the brain [29], the liver [30], and the tongue [5]. In this thesis, HARP, as

the core method, is described in detail in the following subsections.

The basic steps of the HARP motion estimation method are shown in Fig. 1.2. The

initial magnitude of tagged MR images with no deformation is modulated in a sinusoid

pattern, and thus its frequency response is the convolution of frequency components

of the corresponding untagged image (around the origin) and sinusoid waves (periodic

pulses). Therefore, the frequency response of tagged MR images have several peak

components centered on harmonic frequencies and the origin, as shown in Fig. 1.2.

The tag distance and orientation indicate the values of harmonic frequencies and thus

the locations of peak components in the frequency domain. Traditionally, frequency

7
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components can be extracted using bandpass filters in the frequency domain. The

performances of different types of filters are further discussed in Chapter 2. Then,

taking the inverse Fourier Transform of extracted frequency components converts

them to the spatial domain and leads to a complex image I(x, t), in theory, expressed

as:

I(x, t) = M(x, t)ejφ(x,t), (1.1)

in which M represents the extracted harmonic magnitude and φ represents the ex-

tracted harmonic phase in terms of spatial location vector x(x1, x2) in 2D and time

t. To correct the potential phase errors and get more accurate harmonic phase im-

ages, Ryf et.al. [31] combines information from both negative and positive harmonic

peaks. The harmonic magnitude is a smoother version of the corresponding original

untagged image; it can provide a rough segmented mask of the tongue. The harmonic

phase angle is wrapped from −π to π periodically, as shown in Fig. 1.2.

In practice, only the harmonic phase angle a(x, t), not the true harmonic phase

φ(x, t), is computed. The harmonic phase (angle) is a material property and should

be constant for specific tissue points during motion. This means that, as the tongue

moves, the tissue point moves with faded intensity (relaxation of magnetization) in

the tagged MR image but with fixed phase value in the harmonic phase angle image.

The fundamental principle behind different HARP motion estimation algorithms is

to basically track harmonic phase angles through a series of time frames. At the final

step, finding new locations of spatially shifted harmonic phase angles across a series

8
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Figure 1.2: Basics of HARP analysis. (a) is the original tagged MR image. The
frequency spectrum of the tagged image exhibits harmonic peaks(white arrow) in
(b), which are isolated to obtain harmonic phase images in (c) for tissue tracking.
Motion in 2D can be extracted from two time series of tagged MR images with tags
in horizontal direction and vertical direction; while motion in 3D can be extracted
from tagged images with tags in three orthogonal directions. The tracking results are
shown in (d).

of time frames yields a series of displacements, velocities, and strains.

1.2.1 SPAMM, CSPAMM, and MICSR

Different tagged MR images can be produced by changing the pulse sequence

and reconstruction method: spatial modulation of magnetization (SPAMM), com-

plementary spatial modulation of magnetization (CSPAMM), and magnitude image

CSPAMM reconstruction (MICSR).

By modifying the tip angle of two RF pulses, the tagged MR image can vary

spatially in different ways. Two SPAMM images with shifted phases can be acquired

with [+90,+90] and [+90,−90] degrees of RF pulses, and they are marked as A and B,

respectively. Assuming that there is no motion between the tagging sequences and

imaging sequences, and initial magnetization is M0(x), where x represents spatial

location, the magnetization A(x, t) and B(x, t) in terms of time and spatial location

9
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can be expressed by the equation:

A(x, t) = M0


1−


1− cos

2πx
P


e−t/T1


, (1.2)

B(x, t) = M0


1−


1− cos

2πx
P

− π

e−t/T1


, (1.3)

where P is the spatial period of the tagged MR images. Two examples for SPAMM

A and B are shown in Figs. 1.3(a) and 1.3(b), respectively. As can be seen from both

the equation and the image, the tag pattern and the sinusoid phases are shifted by π

(half of one cycle) in SPAMM B compared with SPAMM A.

In order to avoid fast tag fading, CSPAMM was proposed as the subtraction of

two SPAMM complex images A and B [32]. The resulting CSPAMM (marked as C)

has zero mean and double peak-to-peak magnitude initially. It can be described by

the equation:

C(x, t) = A(x, t)− B(x, t) = 2M0e
−t/T1 cos (

2πx

P
), (1.4)

Another way to decrease the tag fading speed is to compute MICSR from the

magnitude of two SPAMM complex images |A| and |B|. The resulting MICSR image

(marked as M) has zero mean and zero peak-to-peak magnitude initially. It can be

expressed as:

M(x, t) = |A(x, t)|2 − |B(x, t)|2 = 4M2
0 (1− e−t/T1)e−t/T1 cos (

2πx

P
). (1.5)

Real acquired tagged MRI examples of CSPAMM andMICSR are shown in Figs. 1.3(c)

and 1.3(d), respectively.
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Figure 1.3: Acquired tagged sagittal MR images. (a), (b), (c), and (d) are from
SPAMM A, SPAMM B, CSPAMM, and MICSR, respectively of the same slice from
the same subject at the first time frame. Red rectangles cover the tongue in the
current slice.

The comparison between SPAMM, CSPAMM, and MICSR in terms of contrast,

CNR, and frequency components are discussed in [33]. Obviously, MICSR and

CSPAMM have better tag persistance and outstanding CNR at different time periods.

However, the motion in two series of SPAMM images are required to be as consistent

as possible. If two SPAMMs are not consistent with each other in the acquired tagged

MR images, then the derived MICSR and CSPAMM images do not describe motion

accurately. Consistent acquisition of cardiac tagged MRI can be guaranteed by using

ECG-gated [34] or self-gated MRI [35] as cardiac motion is periodic, repeatable, and

rhythmic, well-captured in ECG signal. However, tongue motion is controlled and

repeated consciously, and thus the motion in multiple repeated processes may not

be consistent. For example, there exists the possibility that the tongue moves as ex-

pected in A, but moves quicker than expectation in B. A study to verify consistency

between SPAMMs is described in detail in Chapter 3.
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1.2.2 Traditional Filtering

In this subsection, filtering—a key step in HARP—is introduced for different types

of tagged MR images in both 2D and 3D motion estimation tasks.

Filtering is performed in the frequency domain. Traditionally, the filtering step

is designed to extract motion information around the first (two) harmonic peaks. In

2D, the traditional filter used in HARP for tagged MR images with tags in the x

direction is a circular filter expressed as

fSPx(ux, uy) =






1, if (ux − ωtag)
2 + uy

2  r2;

0, otherwise,

(1.6)

and corresponding spherical filter in 3D can be expressed as

fSPx(ux, uy, uz) =






1, if (ux − ωtag)
2 + uy

2 + uz
2  r2;

0, otherwise,

(1.7)

in which ux, uy, and uz represent frequency coordinates in the frequency domain, ωtag

represents the tag frequency, and r represents the radius of the filter. The location

and size of the traditional filter are determined based on the type of tagged MR

images. For a tagged MR image with only 1D tags, as in Fig. 1.4(a), there are two

first harmonic peaks in the tag direction in the frequency domain, as in Fig. 1.4(b).

There are four harmonic peaks in Fig. 1.4(e) in both directions for the tagged MR

image with grid tags shown in Fig. 1.4(d). The corresponding numbers and locations

of traditional circular filters are shown in Figs. 1.4(c) and 1.4(f). For SPAMMs, there

12
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are harmonic peaks and another peak at the origin. To avoid cross talk between

harmonic peaks and the peak at the origin, the radius r is only half the tag frequency;

while for CSPAMMs, since the peak at the origin is eliminated by subtraction in the

reconstruction process, the radius r equals to the tag frequency, which includes as

much information as possible.

As mentioned before, two complex images are obtained after filtering in both

positive and negative frequency regions. According to the peak combination method

proposed by Ryf et. al. [31], these two extracted harmonic phase angles are combined

using the equation

a(x, t) =
1

2


a+(x, t)− a−(x, t)


, (1.8)

where a+(x, t) and a−(x, t) are extracted phase angles from the positive and negative

frequency regions, respectively. a(x, t) is the wrapped phase that can be used in the

next phase matching step.

1.2.3 Phase Matching

This subsection describes several algorithms, namely Traditional HARP tracking

[26, 27], HARP refinement [27], Incompressible Deformation Estimation Algorithm

(IDEA) [4], and Phase Vector Incompressible Registration Algorithm (PVIRA) [36],

all of which can be incorporated into the most essential step in HARP, phase matching,

for both 2D and 3D motion estimation tasks. For all tracking algorithms, the principle

is that the harmonic phase (angle) is a material property for tagged tissues, which

13
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Figure 1.4: Two types of 2D tagged MR images, their corresponding frequency re-
sponses and filters. (a) has only 1D tags and thus only two first harmonic peaks in
the frequency domain in (b) and two circular filters for motion information extraction
in the tag direction in (c). (d) has grid tags and thus four first harmonic peaks in the
frequency domain in (e) and four circular filters in both axises in (f).

means that all tissue points move with their corresponding invariant harmonic phases

(angles). Traditional HARP tracking and HARP refinement are initialized for 2D in-

plane apparent motion (the projection of real 3D motion vector) estimation and can

be further modified for 3D motion estimation. One can only determine the tracked

tissue points in a line orthogonal to the image plane after 2D motion estimation. The

2D tracking for tongue can be performed in sagittal, coronal, or axial slices with two

orthogonal tag directions (vertical and horizontal). IDEA and PVIRA are proposed

to yield 3D smooth dense incompressible motion. The 3D tongue motion estimation

incorporates two sequences of sagittal slices with 2D tags to yield both superior-

14
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Figure 1.5: 3D view of the tongue. (a) locates the tongue in an acquired MR image.
(b) shows the sagittal slice of the tongue; (c) shows the axial slice; and (d) shows the
coronal slice. In the real world coordinates, x in red denotes the right-left direction; y
in green denotes the anterior-posterior direction; and z in blue denotes the superior-
inferior direction. Stacks of tagged sagittal slices and axial slices are used for 3D
motion estimation.

inferior motion and anterior-posterior motion, and one sequence of axial slices to

yield right-left motion, as shown in Figs. 1.5(b) and 1.5(c), respectively. PVIRA is

used as the main algorithm and described in detail in this thesis.

Traditional HARP tracking uses an iterative Newton-Raphson technique to match

harmonic phases (angles) of pixels across all time frames [27]. After filtering and peak

combination, one can get harmonic phase angle a(x, t) ranging from −π to π, which

is the wrapped version of real harmonic phase φ(x, t) ranging in all real values. The

relationship between ak(x, t) and φk(x, t) can be expressed mathematically as:

ak(x, t) = W φk(x, t) , (1.9)

where k denotes tag direction from k ∈ {1, 2} in 2D and k ∈ {1, 2, 3} in 3D, respec-

tively, and W denotes wrapped operation:

W(φ) = mod(φ+ π, 2π)− π. (1.10)
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Let xm denotes one tissue point. It can be uniquely defined by its harmonic phase

pair {φ1(xm, t),φ2(xm, t)} in 2D from the same slice (one with horizontal tags and the

other with vertical tags). The task to track the new location of xm at time tm+1 from

time tm, i.e., to find x that satisfies:

φ(x, tm+1)− φ(xm, tm) = 0. (1.11)

According to the Newton-Raphson iteration, this problem in 2D can be solved using

x(n+1) = x(n) − [∇φ(x(n), tm+1)]
−1
[φ(x(n), tm+1)− φ(xm, tm)], (1.12)

where ∇ is the gradient operation relative to x. Since we only get the harmonic phase

angle a(x, t) instead of the harmonic phase φ(x, t) in practice, we can make a small

motion assumption and solve Eq. 1.12 using

x(n+1) = x(n) −

∇∗a(x(n), tm+1)

−1W

φ(x(n), tm+1)− φ(xm, tm)


, (1.13)

where

∇∗a =




∇∗a1

∇∗a2



 (1.14)

and

∇∗ak =






∇ak ak  ∇W(ak + π),

∇W(ak + π) otherwise,

(1.15)

where k ∈ {1, 2} in 2D. The 3D traditional tracking is similar but adds another

dimension a3(xm, tm), which is from another slice.
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It is worth mentioning that the tracking results might be problematic in terms of

implementation. One problem results from the fact that points with the same har-

monic phase angle pair {a1(xm, t),a2(xm, t)} at two times do not necessarily have the

same harmonic phase pairs{φ1(xm, t),φ2(xm, t)} (because of the periodically wrapped

nature of harmonic phase angle) and thus they are not necessarily the same point.

Therefore, a bad initialization that is far away from the original location of that

point or a large step size may result in jumping to the wrong solution. Another prob-

lem is that if the local motion is too large (larger than half the tag frequency), the

Eq. 1.13 is not equivalent to the Eq. 1.12 by breaking the underlying small motion

assumption. The original traditional HARP tracking algorithm generates Lagrangian

Displacements directly based on the coordinates of the chosen reference frame.

As a comparison with traditional HARP tracking, HARP refinement [27] can yield

better results by providing a better initialization for motion tracking. As mentioned

before, the initialization can negatively affect the tracking results. In traditional

HARP tracking, the tracking point at the current frame is initialized using the previ-

ous estimated location of the same point from the previous frame. This initialization

may be problematic. For example, if the local motion between the previous frame

and the current frame is too large, this initialization may be far away from the correct

location and makes the automatic tracking algorithm converge to the wrong solution.

For HARP refinement, first a seed with correct tracking results across all time frames

is chosen as an anchor. Then, other points nearby the anchor can be tracked using
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anchor locations as a better initialization and their tracking results can be treated

as new anchors. Therefore, some tag jumping errors from traditional HARP tracking

can be corrected using HARP refinement.

In theory, the reference frame for both traditional HARP tracking and HARP

refinement can be either the first time frame (absolute tracking) or the previous

time frame (sequential tracking) to yield either absolute displacements or incremental

displacements, respectively, based on the motion magnitude and tracking purpose.

Given orthogonal stacks of images with three orthogonal tag directions, IDEA

can estimate 3D dense deformable motion through interpolation by adding smooth-

ing and incompressible constraints. According to [37], the volume of the tongue is

preserved during motion and thus incompressibility is an essential constraint to yield

meaningful interpolation results. One advantage of IDEA is that it uses a volume-

preserving constraint in interpolation. It uses divergence-free vector spline (DFVS)

for velocity fields indirectly instead of using a non-linear constraint on displacement

fields directly. A smoothing spline is also used in IDEA to help reduce artifacts and

effects of noise. First, IDEA performs traditional 2D HARP tracking and refinements

as its initialization. These estimation results are sparse and incomplete since 3D

displacement vectors are only located at those intersection points (samples) at the

orthogonal slices. Also, those points at the intersections of orthogonal slices have

displacement vectors in three orthogonal directions while other tissue points have

only 1D or 2D displacements from HARP 2D tracking (defined as incompleteness).
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Then, it estimates velocity samples at intermediate discrete times between two time

frames through linear approximation from sparse incomplete displacements. It is

worth mentioning that standard DFVS cannot be used directly and must be modified

for incomplete datasets. It is done by introducing a unit vector representing the tag

direction (estimated displacements is in the orthogonal direction) and thus building

the connection between a vector and its projection mathematically. The updated

smoothing velocity fields can be summed to yield displacement fields. In this way,

the velocity fields and the displacement fields can be updated iteratively and interac-

tively. This algorithm also uses a multi-resolution scheme to reduce computation time

and increase accuracy. One limitation is that this algorithm is not so flexible since

the reference frame image is restricted to be sinusoid pattern with no deformation.

Thus, only displacement fields relative to this reference time frame can be obtained

directly. If the displacement field between two non-reference frames is desired, then

composition of two displacement fields must be done, and this will introduce numer-

ical errors, in general. Also, if local deformation relative to the reference frame is

larger than half the tag distance (period), the IDEA tracking cannot be adjusted to

fit. A full explanation of the algorithm can be found in [4].

PVIRA can estimate dense, incompressible, diffeomorphic, and invertible 3D mo-

tion from sparse stacks of orthogonal slices [36]. Instead of interpolating estimated

sparse incomplete displacement fields like IDEA, PVIRA first uses a tricubic b-spline

interpolation in sparse stacks of orthogonal slices to get three dense and homogeneous
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volumes with tags in three orthogonal directions in the same coordinates covering the

whole tongue. The results are valid since the through-plane resolution (about 6 mm)

is smaller than the tag distance (12 mm). Let x1 denotes a tissue point in the sagittal

slices with horizontal tags, and I1(x1) marks the intensity of that point x1 in those

corresponding slices. The interpolation process to find I1(x1t) can be expressed as

I1(x1t) =


x1

c(x1)β
3(x1t − x1), (1.16)

where I1(x1t) is the densely represented volume with tags in the superior-inferior

direction; β3(x) is the interpolation kernel; and c(x1) are coefficients that can be

calculated by substituting x1t with x1. A similar process is performed for the re-

maining sagittal slices with vertical tags and axial slices to get densely represented

volumes: I2 and I3. Then, a general HARP framework described in Section 1.2 is

used to yield three harmonic phase angle volumes: a1(x, t), a2(x, t), and a3(x, t) (dis-

tinguished from harmonic phases φ1(x, t), φ2(x, t), and φ3(x, t)) and corresponding

harmonic magnitude volumes M1(x, t), M2(x, t), and M3(x, t), respectively in Eq. 1.1

and Eq. 1.8. Finally, the phase matching step is incorporated as a phase-based image

registration framework based on iLogDemons [38]. The iLogDemons adds incom-

pressibility as a constraint to the traditional diffeomorphic demons registration [39].

According to [40], using the harmonic phase angles from three volumes instead of

image intensities as driving forces, the velocity can be updated using:

δv(x) =
2v0

a1(x) +
a2(x)
K

, (1.17)
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v0(x) = W

a1f (x)− a1m(x)


∇∗a1f (x) +∇∗a1m(x)



+W

a2f (x)− a2m(x)


∇∗a2f (x) +∇∗a2m(x)



+W

a3f (x)− a3m(x)


∇∗a3f (x) +∇∗a3m(x)



(1.18)

a1(x) = ∇∗a1f (x) +∇∗a1m(x)2

+∇∗a2f (x) +∇∗a2m(x)2

+∇∗a3f (x) +∇∗a3m(x)2,

(1.19)

and

a2(x) = W

a1f (x)− a1m(x)

2

+W

a2f (x)− a2m(x)

2

+W

a3f (x)− a3m(x)

2

(1.20)

where W is the wrapped operation following the definition in Eq. 1.10, ∇∗a is defined

in Eq. 1.15, f represents the fixed image and m represents the moving image. In-

compressibility of tissue is constrained by removing the divergence part vd(x) of the

current stationary velocity estimate v(x) from itself. One novelty of PVIRA against

general iLogDemons is to adapt directly harmonic magnitude Mave(x) averaging from

M1(x), M2(x), and M3(x) to distinguish the incompressible tissue region to be con-

strained from the surrounding compressible airway instead of using automatic or

manual segmentation. This process is expressed as

v(x) ←− v(x)−Mave(x)vd(x). (1.21)

One can easily change the fixed and moving images that are input to PVIRA to yield
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displacements between any two frames and get both the Lagragian and Eulerian

displacement estimates. It has been proven that PVIRA is faster to compute, is more

robust to noise, and has comparable estimation accuracy compared with IDEA [36].

It is also important to mention that both PVIRA and IDEA require a small motion

assumption, and estimation results may be in error when there is large local motion.

For most of tracking algorithms, one can use either absolute tracking or sequential

tracking for different purposes. Absolute tracking always treats the harmonic phase

φ(xm, tm) or harmonic phase angle a(xm, tm) at the first time frame as the reference

and compares other frames with the reference to yield the tracking results relative

to the first frame. Sequential tracking takes the previous time frame as the refer-

ence. Estimation results relative to the first time frame can still be derived through

sequential tracking by composing sequential displacements. These approaches have

advantages and disadvantages. In sequential tracking, the later tracking results are

based on previous tracking results because of the composition and thus the tracking

error accumulates with time frames. Absolute tracking can overcome this shortcom-

ing. However, when the local motion is too large (larger than half the tag distance),

the algorithm may converge to a wrong tracking result by searching only the nearest

points. Therefore, in absolute tracking, since displacements are generally larger as

time increases, it is more likely to have tag jumping than in sequential tracking.
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1.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, the background of tongue-related study and the motivation to

use HARP methods for tagged MRI-based motion tracking were introduced. The

general HARP framework and PVIRA as the main motion estimation algorithm for

this thesis among different tracking algorithms have also been described. Several

essential concepts and steps were defined as prior knowledge for later chapters.
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Chapter 2

3D Filter Design and Performance

2.1 Motivation and Contributions

In the HARP motion analysis method, filtering, as a step to extract the harmonic

phase angle image, is essential. The magnitude of tagged MR images is spatially

modulated to be sinusoidal and the filter extracts motion information from the original

tagged MR images in the frequency domain. Ideally, the filtered harmonic phase

angle image should retain all phase shifts associated with motion, while removing

any interference from other sources (e.g., the interference from the orthogonal tag

direction in a grid tagged MR image) to avoid yielding errors in strain estimation. For

this reason, tracking accuracy in HARP is related directly to the underlying motion,

the type of tagging pattern, and the characteristics of the filter used to obtain the

harmonic phase angle images. A series of work to choose a proper filter has been
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previously performed and was used in earlier cardiac motion tracking in 2D [41–43].

In [41], Davis et. al. developed a model for 2D cardiac motion using grid tagged MR

images and proposed a composite Gabor filter based on the mathematical model. In

[42], Marinelli et. al. developed automatic methods to determine the parameters of the

elliptical bandpass filter for grid tagged MR images in 2D cardiac strain estimation.

In [43], Qian et. al. used 2D Gabor filters to segment cardiac MRI tagging lines

automatically, not for motion tracking. However, they all lack of systematic analysis

of the effects of harmonic phase angle image extraction on 3D displacement results

using newer approaches to acquire and track tagged images. Therefore, the work

in this chapter focuses on exploring filter performances in HARP for different 3D

deformation profiles using comparison experiments.

Analysis of 3D tongue motion, as in other non-cardiac applications, requires con-

sideration of fundamental differences in tissue deformation profiles, how they can

affect the performance of motion estimation, and what can be done in terms of the

choice of filters to reduce potential errors. By design, motion induces changes in the

patterns of a tagged image. If motion is rigid, the periodic tagged pattern shifts in the

direction of motion along with its harmonic phase angle values. In contrast, deforma-

tion results in stretched or compressed tag patterns, which changes their frequency.

The amount of deformation is measured using a tensorial quantity called strain, which

corresponds to the spatial gradient of the displacement field. Strain is often the end

point of analysis of motion because it is related to changes in shape. The relationship
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between strain and filter performances is further discussed in Section 2.4.2.

The conventional HARP filter in 2D is designed to reduce possible interference by

applying a circular filter centered at harmonic peaks in Fourier space [26]. (Harmonic

peaks arise at the tag frequency ωtag due to the periodic nature of the tags). It is

designed for both grid and 1D tagged MR images. The corresponding conventional

HARP filter in 3D is a spherical filter [36], as defined in Section 1.2.2. Depending on

the reconstructed type of tagged MR images, the radius of this filter can be 0.5 ωtag

(for regular SPAMM images), or ωtag (for CSPAMM images) [26, 27], as described

in Section 1.2.2. However, this use of the conventional HARP filter comes at the

cost of reduced sensitivity to motion-induced frequency shifts beyond the filter cutoff

frequency, especially for images with complex and flexible deformation profiles.

Different types of tagged MRI volumes should also affect the choice of filters.

As mentioned in Section 1.1, tagging can be applied for a single volume with three

orthogonal directions or with a single direction. Although the latter strategy increases

acquisition time, it eliminates the influence of other harmonic peaks from additional

tagging directions and the possibility of interference from them. Thus, for a single

volume with a single tag direction, we hypothesize that a high-pass filter is better

suited to preserve the motion information, particularly in motion fields that induce

large frequency shifts.

In this chapter, we propose a novel approach to process tagged SPAMM im-

ages for the analysis of 3D motion. As a large portion of the literature has focused
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on bandpass filters [26, 27, 41–43], the proposed high-pass filter has been previously

overlooked. However, our experiments show that a high-pass filter outperforms the

traditional HARP filter in terms of tracking accuracy, especially in cases with com-

plex and flexible deformations (e.g., tongue motion). Because the proposed filtering

approach exploits the intrinsic characteristics of images independently tagged in in-

dividual directions (instead of a single image with a grid), these results also have

ramifications in the design of future motion estimation experiments for measuring

large 3D deformations.

In the following sections, filters used in the comparison experiments are defined

mathematically in Section 2.2. Then, the procedure of experiments and the incorpo-

rated datasets are introduced in Section 2.3. Finally, performance of the proposed

high-pass filter in the experiments and discussion are provided in Section 2.4.

2.2 Filter Design

The frequency characteristics of three filtering approaches are shown in Fig. 2.2.

In all 3D experiments, SPAMM slices are first interpolated into a common volume to

generate a volumetric time sequence using cubic spline interpolation. Then, different

filters are applied for future comparison. Finally, PVIRA [36] as the phase matching

method is incorporated to generate motion estimation. The first filtering approach

is an extension of the traditional HARP filters [26, 27] from circles in 2D to spheres
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in 3D, as described in Section 1.2.2. For example, if an image is tagged in the x-

direction, the corresponding filter is defined using Eq. 1.7. The second approach

comprises extended bandpass filters or ‘slab’ filters, which preserve high frequencies

orthogonal to the tagging direction. For instance, in the x-direction, this would result

in

fSLx(ux, uy, uz) =






1, if (ux − ωtag)
2 

ωtag

2

2

;

0, otherwise.

(2.1)

where ux, uy, and uz represent frequency coordinates in the k-space. The last ap-

proach consists of filtering the images with a high-pass filter. For the x-direction, the

filter would be defined as

fHPx(ux, uy, uz) =






1, if |ux| 
ωtag

2
;

0, otherwise,

(2.2)

which would preserve frequency content starting at 50% of the first harmonic fre-

quency and above in each orthogonal direction. In practice, the ideal high-pass filter

is approximated. Note that the above descriptions apply to one tagging direction, and

additional filters (e.g., fHPy and fHPz) would be necessary to obtain harmonic phase

angle images in the remaining directions (y and z) from either the same volume (grid

tag) or different volumes (1D tag). To reduce edge effects, the filters were smoothed

using a Gaussian function of σ = 0.02ωtag prior to application. Due to the symmetric

nature of harmonic peaks, dual filters were used for the positive and negative har-

monic peaks, which were combined to reduce phase errors using a method described
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Figure 2.1: 3D HARP filters. Prior to tracking, the tagged volumes were filtered
using spherical (a), ‘slab’ (b), and high-pass filters (c) to extract harmonic phase
angle images. SP: spherical filters; SL: ‘slab’ filters; HP: high-pass filters.

in the literature [31].

2.3 Experiment Design

Experiments are designed to test performances of different filters in various scenar-

ios and validate our hypothesis. All experiments follow similar strategy. The datasets

with ground truth (either from manual observation or from simulation) are processed

using HARP methods and the PVIRA algorithm to generate estimated displacements

and strains. The estimated results are compared with the ground truth to evaluate

the performances of the different filters. There are two 3D experiments—one with

real acquired cardiac phantom datasets and one with synthetic tongue model.
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2.3.1 Comparison Against Open Benchmarking

Database

The goal of the first experiment was to evaluate the performance of the filters in

terms of displacement error using experimental MR images. The experiment used

images from a cardiac motion phantom, which is the conventional application of MR-

based motion estimation. The phase matching is performed using PVIRA sequential

tracking because the absolute displacements (relative to the first time frame) are too

large and absolute tracking could cause tag jumping.

2.3.1.1 Imaging Data

Tagged MRI slice sets encoded in orthogonal directions were obtained from an

open database introduced in a 2011 MICCAI workshop for validation of myocardial

tracking algorithms [44]. Sparse slices from a deformable, MRI-compatible phantom

were interpolated into three homogeneous volumes, and filtered using the approaches

described in Section 1.2.2. The 3D cardiac phantom, along with sample tagged slices

is shown in Fig. 2.2. The dataset included eight manually tracked landmarks obtained

from two expert observers. Values from the two observers were averaged to obtain a

single set of tracked landmarks and used as a ground truth. The median inter-observer

variability was reported to be 0.77 mm. [44].
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Figure 2.2: Open access 3D cardiac phantom. (a) is 3D view for the experimental
cardiac phantom. S1 (c) and S2 (d) are two orthogonal slices from the phantom (b).
For visualization purpose, the vertical tags and the horizontal tags are combined in
a single image (c).

2.3.1.2 Characterization of Tracking Error

Tracking accuracy was measured by comparing the Euclidean distance between

the ground truth, and the landmarks evaluated using the displacement fields obtained

with each of the filters. Descriptive statistics (including the median error, and error

range) were calculated across all eight landmarks and the first 20 time points. The

database was designed with a focus on displacements, and no strain computation was

performed given the sparsity of the landmarks.

2.3.2 Analysis of Simulated Tongue Motion

This experiment focused on analysis of tongue motion, which produces funda-

mentally different deformation fields than those of the heart [44]. The goal of the

experiment was to evaluate the different filters in terms of displacement and strain

estimation error. Synthetic tagged images of different motion fields were generated
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Figure 2.3: Synthetic FE model of tongue: The synthetic model is used to simulate
the muscle activation of the human tongue. According to the tongue anatomy, es-
sential muscles are marked in (b): SL = superior longitudinal; V = verticalis; SG =
styloglossus; HG = hyoglossus; GG = genioglossus; GH = geniohyoid; IL = inferior
longitudinal; T = transverse; SM = surrounding tissues.

using a finite-element model, which has the benefit of producing dense displacement

and strain values that can be used as a ground truth. This benchmarking approach

has been previously described in the literature [45].

2.3.2.1 Finite-Element Simulations

The finite-element mechanical model of the tongue appears in Fig. 2.3. The model

included the mandible, the hyoid bone, and the tongue, which consisted of muscu-

lar compartments representing 13 muscles—superior longitudinal (SL), verticalis (V),

styloglossus (SG), hyoglossus (HG), genioglossus (GG), geniohyoid (GH), inferior lon-

gitudinal (IL), and transverse (T). It was constructed using 256 quadratic hexahedral

elements for the deformable tongue, and 3000 linear quadratic elements to repre-
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sent rigid bones. Material parameters were extracted from the literature [45, 46].

Simulations were generated using FEBio Software [47], which was set to ramp up

contractions producing 2–11 time frames per simulation depending on the amount of

deformation.

Motion was produced by assigning active contractions to the muscular compart-

ments according to previous numerical studies [45, 48], along with manual tuning of

the model. The activation intensity was expressed as a percentage of the maximum

sarcomeric activation assumed to be 35 kPa. A total of five simulations were pro-

duced to address speech generation and to approximate rigid motion. The simulations

(shown in Fig. 2.4) include:

1. Semi-rigid tongue motion to simulate minimal tongue deformation (mandible

rotation by −3.44°);

2. /s/ as the sound of the letter ‘s’ (1.8% activation of GG, 3.5% activation of

SL, 9% activation of T, 9% activation of V, 1.8% activation of GH, mandible

rotation by −0.40°);

3. /k/ as the sound of the letter ‘k’ (30% activation of IL, 30% activation of HG,

80% activation of SG);

4. /a/ as in cat (3% activation of GG, 54% activation of HG, 3% activation of SG,

mandible rotation by −1.38°);
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5. /e/ as in tea (7.2% activation of SL, 0.6% activation of T, 60% activation of V,

3% activation of HG, 30% activation of SG);

2.3.2.2 Generation of Synthetic Data

Nodal displacements from the mechanical model were interpolated onto an imaging

grid with 0.7813 mm × 0.6185 mm × 0.7813 mm resolution. Both Lagrangian and

Eulerian displacements were obtained using the first time frame as the reference

configuration. The Eulerian displacements were used to deform an atlas T1 image

of the human tongue [49]. Prior to deformation, synthetic SPAMM was applied

using a tag distance of 15 mm, which is similar to existing in vivo studies [36]. The

displacements from the synthetic tongue model are controlled to be not larger than

half the tag distance to avoid the tag jumping error. The Lagrangian displacement

was used to generate ground truth for displacement and strain. The Green-Lagrange

strain tensor [50] was calculated on the imaging gird using finite difference. In this

Figure 2.4: Simulated configurations with increasing complexity by activating differ-
ent muscles to have semi-rigid motion (a), to pronounce /s/ (b), /k/ (c), /a/ (d), /e/
(e). The black dotted outline represents the original configuration when there is no
deformation.
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simulated experiment, the tag fading effect was also incorporated.

2.3.2.3 Characterization of Strain Error

The images were filtered and tracked using the methods described above. After

obtaining displacement results, the Euclidean distance to the ground truth was calcu-

lated in each field. Displacement error was defined as the median Euclidean distance

within the tongue at a given time frame. Strains were calculated from the results

obtained using each of the filters, and compared to the ground truth. Comparisons

were based on the difference between the median of the shearing strain γmed from the

ground truth and each of the test fields. The scalar quantity γmed was defined as the

median of the difference between the first and the third eigenvalue of the strain tensor

across each material location [50]. Strain error was quantified as the spatial median of

the difference at a given time frame. To better understand the relationship between

deformation and motion estimation performance, error values were compared to γmed

via scatter plots.
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2.4 Experimental Results and Discussion

2.4.1 Comparison Against Open Benchmarking

Database

Tracking results for three of the eight landmarks appears in Figs. 2.5(a-c). The

median Euclidean distance (error) and standard deviation across the first 20 time

frames is 1.01 ± 0.72 mm when using the traditional HARP filter, 0.97 ± 0.88 mm

using the ‘slab’ filter, and 0.67±0.28 mm using the high-pass filter—an improvement

over the traditional approach. The tracking trajectory (Figs. 2.5(a-c)), shows that

the high-pass filter tracks more closely to the ground truth across all time frames.

The error distribution also shows that the high-pass filter results in less scatter in

error values, as shown in Fig. 2.5(d).

2.4.2 Analysis of Simulated Tongue Motion

The displacement estimation errors for five simulated cases at the last time frame

using the different filters are summarized in Table 1. The high-pass filter outper-

formed the others for 5 simulated cases. The high-pass filter resulted in the largest

error (median) of 0.162 mm for /e/, and the smallest error of 0.090 mm for semi-

rigid motion. On the contrary, the spherical filter showed the poorest performance

among three filters with median errors between 0.143 mm (for semi-rigid motion) and
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Figure 2.5: Results for STACOM phantom datasets: (a), (b), and (c) show 3D Track-
ing results for three different landmarks, (d) shows the whole range box-plots of
tracking errors. The gray dashed line represents the inter-observer variability.

0.362 mm (for /e/ simulation). The performance of the slab filter appeared to fall

between these extremes. The differences between the filters varied depending on the

simulation; the lowest difference was observed in the semi-rigid simulation and the

largest in the /e/ simulation.

Magnitude color maps of the ground truth and the approximated displacements us-

ing different filters are shown in Fig. 2.6. Overall, the high-pass filter (Figs. 2.6(d,h,l))

estimated displacements closer to the ground truth (Fig. 2.6(a,e,i)) compared to the

other two filters.

Strain estimation errors at the last time frame for each of the simulations are shown
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in Fig. 2.7. Similar as the displacements analysis, the high-pass filtering approach

yields lower error and less spread. Furthermore, strain calculations explain the differ-

ence between the performances of filters across different simulated cases: Fig. 2.7(b)

shows a positive correlation between strain difference and the magnitude of strain

(per γmed). As may be expected, higher strains, which are the spatial gradient of

deformation, result in larger frequency alterations in the tagging pattern. Given the

nature of frequency modulation [5], large frequency alterations in the tagged pattern

will result in broader spectral spread from the harmonic peak. Thus, information in

regions with a larger spread is more likely to fall outside the filter’s cut off range.

As hypothesized, the high-pass filter preserves this information, resulting in better

tracking performance.

Our results show that displacements and strains within the feasible range in speech

generation can result in frequency components that can be outside standard HARP

filtering. One way to improve performance, if the scanning time allows, is to acquire

separate images with independent tagging directions. This practice would enable the

Table 2.1: Displacement estimation error (mm) for the 5 simulated cases (median ±
standard deviation)

Semi-Rigid Motion /s/ /k/ /a/ /e/

SP 0.143± 0.123 0.307± 0.211 0.330± 0.240 0.334± 0.230 0.362± 0.500

SL 0.108± 0.125 0.190± 0.163 0.184± 0.175 0.203± 0.195 0.224± 0.368

HP 0.090± 0.105 0.113± 0.141 0.137± 0.144 0.148± 0.164 0.162± 0.255
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Figure 2.6: Displacements estimation results at the last time frame in simulating
different distortion profiles: Total Lagrangian Displacements maps of ground truth
are in (a) for /s/ (first row), (e) for /e/ (second row), and (i) for /k/ (third row);
estimated Lagrangian Displacements maps using spherical filters are in the second
column(b, f, j); using ‘slab’ filters are in the third column(c, g, k); using high-pass
filters are in the forth column(d, h, l).

use of the presented filter. One possible downside may be an increased noise effect to

the estimation, which will be the subject of future research.

2.5 Conclusion

This chapter presented a method to extract harmonic phase images that improves

motion estimation accuracy. The high-pass filter method yielded reduced estimation

error of as much as 50% and the improvement appeared to be more apparent in
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Figure 2.7: Strain estimation results: (a) is the strain estimation errors for five sim-
ulations at the last time frame shown in 5% to 95% boxplot. (b) describes the
relationship between strain estimation error and median of shear strain for /a/, /k/,
and /s/.

complex motion patterns (Fig. 2.6). When the displacement field is relatively simple,

the modulated frequency components accumulate around the first harmonic frequency

peak near the band-pass region. However, more complex displacement fields lead

to more modulation and spread of the frequency components, where some higher

frequency components are discarded by the band-pass filters but preserved by the

high-pass filter. Potential weaknesses of our filter are the possibility for the motion

estimation to be affected by the high frequency noise and the requirement for longer

image acquisition time to get tagged images in individual directions and to acquire

the high frequency k-space data.
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Dynamic Motion Consistency Test

3.1 Motivation and Contributions

In our current 3D tongue motion estimation framework, as introduced in Sec-

tion 1.2, stacks of sparse tagged sagittal slices and axial slices at multiple time frames

are acquired independently to capture displacements in the x, y, and z directions.

They are combined for 3D tongue motion estimation using harmonic phase analysis

method [36]. The sparse sagittal cine-MR slices and axial slices are also acquired to

generate 3D high resolution cine-MR volumes [51] at multiple time frames. These high

resolution volumes are segmented to produce 3D tongue mask volumes for displace-

ment fields visualization [52]. In principle, the motion pattern between these datasets

should be as consistent as possible to yield meaningful estimation results. However,

as mentioned in Section 1.2.1, since subjects are required to repeat the same motion
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pattern consciously during image acquisition, there is a possibility that the motion

pattern varies in acquisitions from different repetitions. The inconsistent motion may

exist in producing CSPAMM from paired SPAMMs with the same dimensional tags,

as shown in Fig. 3.1. As described in Section 1.2.1, CSPAMM is preferable due to

the relatively slower tag fading effect and elimination of the frequency components

around the origin [33]. It is derived from two independently acquired paired SPAMMs

using Eq. 1.4. Two series of SPAMMs with different motion patterns yield one series

of corrupted CSPAMM, leading to an inaccurate motion estimate. The inconsistency

may also exist in slices with different dimensional tags and thus degrade the quality

of the motion estimation.

The motion consistency between datasets needs to be evaluated and inconsistent

datasets need to be excluded from motion estimation. In the cardiac motion esti-

mation, motion consistency can be guaranteed during image acquisition using ECG-

gated [34] or self-gated MRI [35], as described in Section 1.2.1. On the contrary, 3D

tongue motion is made consciously and the consistency is hard to be guaranteed dur-

ing image acquisition. Therefore, all time series of images (in total 52 slices×26 frames

for each subject for 3D tongue motion estimation) must be examined and compared

to the motion evident in the cine-MR images before motion estimation. There are

two reasons to take the cine-MR images as the reference for visual comparison and

evaluation of the motion consistency in tagged MR images. First, only 1D motion

can be visualized from one series of tagged MR images (e.g., horizontal motion in
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Figure 3.1: SPAMM A, SPAMM B, and derived CSPAMM for subjectDIR. SPAMM
A in (a) and SPAMM B in (b) are at the first time frame with no motion. They are
used to derive CSPAMM in (c) at the first time frame. SPAMM A in (d) and SPAMM
B in (e) are at the ninth time frame with different motion patterns. They generate
a corrupted CSPAMM in (f) at the ninth time frame. SPAMM A and SPAMM B
are generated using similar pulse sequences but different tip angles, as described in
Section 1.2.1.

tagged MR images with vertical tags and vertical motion in tagged MR images with

horizontal tags) and we cannot visually compare the consistency between horizontal

motion and vertical motion directly. However, in the cine-MR images, 2D motion can

be visualized at the same time and thus both tagged MR images with horizontal tags

and vertical tags can be compared relative to the cine-MR images. Second, the cine-

MR images are already incorporated into our 3D tongue motion estimation framework
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to provide 3D tongue masks at all time frames for displacement fields visualization.

They are accessible and their motion pattern can influence the motion estimation

results. This visual motion consistency identification process is done slice by slice

and frame by frame and consumes too much time. Also, it requires certain prior

knowledge about tongue deformation profiles. Therefore, it is essential to have an

automatic or semi-automatic algorithm to identify the inconsistent motion patterns

and to be directly incorporated into our 3D tongue motion estimation framework.

In this chapter, we propose a method based on 3D motion estimation results to

semi-automatically evaluate the tongue motion consistency and identify the incon-

sistent motion patterns in tagged MR images in Section 3.2. Our experiments in

Section 3.3, show an acceptable identification accuracy and therefore indicate the

possibility for this evaluation method to be incorporated into our current 3D tongue

motion estimation framework. The potential weaknesses about this method and the

corresponding future work are further discussed in Section 3.4.

3.2 Tracking-based Tongue Motion Con-

sistency Test

The basic idea of this method is to use the estimated displacements from a series

of tagged MR images to deform the first time frame cine-MR image and evaluate

the motion consistency of this dataset by comparing the cine-MR images and the
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deformed images. The method is based on two assumptions. First, the tongue moves

as expected in cine-MR images and thus they can be treated as the reference. Second,

through plane displacements (in the right-left direction) for sagittal slices is much

smaller than the thickness of these sagittal slices. The displacements in the right-

left direction are indicated by tagged axial MRI slices and they are usually smaller

than one pixel for normal subjects in most tongue motion tasks. Based on these

assumptions, we are only interested in evaluating the motion consistency in sagittal

slices with horizontal and vertical tags.

The framework of this method is shown in Fig. 3.2. First, we incorporate PVIRA

to estimate 3D displacements using SPAMM volumes of which the motion consis-

tency is evaluated. Then, we deform the first time frame cine-MR volume using

estimated displacements to generate deformed tongue volumes at other time frames.

We compare the deformed tongue images with the tongue images segmented from

real acquired cine-MR images slice by slice and frame by frame. Finally, we evaluate

if the motion in the tagged MR images is consistent with the motion in the cine-MR

image. In the following sections, essential steps in this framework are introduced: 3D

tongue motion estimation in Section 3.2.1, 2D tongue segmentation in Section 3.2.2,

3D cine-MR volume deformation in Section 3.2.3, and consistency evaluation method

in Section 3.2.4.
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Figure 3.2: The framework for tracking-based tongue motion consistency test. Sparse
tagged MRI slices with three-dimensional orthogonal tags are incorporated to generate
3D motion estimation results using 3D HARP motion tracking method (PVIRA).
The estimated displacements are used to deform the tongue volume at the first time
frame segmented from real acquired cine-MR volume. Finally, the consistency can
be evaluated by comparing deformed tongue volumes and tongue volumes segmented
from real acquired cine-MR volumes at all time frames.

3.2.1 3D Tongue Motion Estimation

In theory, it is possible to use traditional 2D HARP tracking or 2D HARP refine-

ment to yield displacements for all slices and these displacements then can be used

to deform the first time frame cine-MR slice. They are not used in this framework

because neither of them takes the incompressibility of tongue into account. Also,

neither of these 2D tracking methods can provide a smooth displacement field around

the boundary of tongue. Thus, their corresponding deformed image may yield unre-

alistic tongue boundaries and cannot be used in evaluating the motion consistency.

Instead, the tongue motion is estimated using PVIRA [36] in 3D.

Stacks of sparse tagged sagittal and axial slices are interpolated into three series

of 3D homogeneous volumes in the same physical coordinates to cover the region

of interest around the tongue. Each volume has 1D tags and can indicate displace-
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ments in the orthogonal direction. In our motion consistency evaluation framework,

the slices are either SPAMM A defined in Eq. 1.2 or SPAMM B in Eq. 1.3. Thus,

in principle, there are 27 possible combinations for sagittal volumes with horizontal

tags(interpolated using 7 sagittal slices), 27 possible combinations for sagittal volumes

with vertical tags(interpolated using 7 sagittal slices), and 212 possible combinations

for axial volumes (interpolated using 12 axial slices) for the 3D tongue motion estima-

tion. However, based on our assumption, the displacement estimations of one single

sagittal slice would not be affected too much by other slices in the same orientation.

Thus, there are in total 23 combinations of volumes (2 for sagittal volumes with hor-

izontal tags, 2 for sagittal volumes with vertical tags, and 2 for axial volumes) for

one single subject, and all slices of one single interpolated tagged volume are from

the same type of SPAMM (either SPAMM A or SPAMM B) instead of mixture.

These volumes are filtered in the frequency domain using the high-pass filter defined

in Eq. 2.2 to yield series of harmonic phase angle volumes and harmonic magnitude

volumes. A high-pass filter is used in this method due to the relatively high motion

estimation accuracy based on the experimental results in Chapter 2. Both harmonic

phase angle volumes and harmonic magnitude volumes are put into PVIRA to gen-

erate 3D Eulerian displacement fields relative to the first time frame. The details of

PVIRA has been described in Section 1.2.3.
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3.2.2 Tongue Segmentation

For sagittal slices, a large portion would stay still during image acquisition. They

do not contribute too much to motion consistency evaluation but increase the pro-

cessing time for interpolation and motion estimation. Thus, in order to improve the

sensitivity of the evaluation measurement and save processing time, we need to seg-

ment the region of the tongue from the cine-MR images, and then only deform and

compare that region.

We used the semi-automatic graph-based random walker algorithm [52, 53] for

tongue segmentation in cine-MR slices due to its flexibility and speediness in process-

ing. This semi-automatic segmentation algorithm [52] is already incorporated into

our current 3D tongue motion estimation framework to generate 3D tongue masks

for displacement fields visualization. In this approach, a user has to input seeds, one

set inside the tongue and another set on the background with different labels. Then,

the algorithm walks through unlabelled pixels and assigns a label with the highest

probability for each pixel. Once all unlabelled pixels are processed in this way, the

assigned label volume yields the segmented tongue mask. In our motion consistency

evaluation framework, we only need to generate 2D tongue mask at all time frames

for image comparison. For each sagittal slice, we input seeds on the cine-MR image

at the first time frame and then propagate these seeds to other time frames using

symmetric diffeomorphic registration [54]. The tongue is segmented in each slice uti-

lizing manually selected or propagated seeds using the random walker algorithm in
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2D.

3.2.3 cine-MR Volumes Deformation

Sparse sagittal cine-MR images are first interpolated to be a homogeneous vol-

ume in the same coordinates as the tagged MR volume. The first time frame cine-MR

volume with the tongue mask is then deformed using estimated 3D Eulerian displace-

ment fields to yield deformed tongue volumes at other time frames. We took deformed

sagittal slices from deformed tongue volumes at the physical coordinates where the

corresponding cine-MR slices are. These deformed sagittal slices are ready to be

compared with the corresponding actually acquired sagittal cine-MR images frame

by frame.

3.2.4 Consistency Evaluation Measurement

Both the motion estimation and the cine-MR image deformation were computed

on 3D volumes, but the image comparison and motion consistency evaluation were

performed on the 2D slices. As mentioned in Section 1.2.1, we acquired both SPAMM

A and SPAMM B for a single sagittal slice with horizontal tags and vertical tags.

Thus, we had four series of deformed sagittal slices to compare and evaluate. The

intensity-based image comparison measurements are not sensitive in this scenario

due to the low contrast of the tongue in both the cine-MR and deformed images. We
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instead used the Jaccard index (J) [55] to measure similarity that is defined as:

J =
|r1 ∩ r2|
|r1 ∪ r2| =

|r1 ∩ r2|
|r1|+ |r2|− |r1 ∩ r2| , (3.1)

where r1 denotes the partial tongue within the defined window from the deformed

sagittal slice, r2 denotes the partial tongue within the same window from the acquired

sagittal cine-MR image. The size and location of the window were tuned by maxi-

mizing the area under an receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC) [56].

Therefore, J is normalized between 0 and 1 and can measure the similarity between

two binarized images. For each slice, J can be calculated at all 26 time frames and

their average is used as the final consistency measurement, marked as jacd. In prin-

ciple, if the tongue motion pattern in the tagged MR images is closer to the motion

in the cine-MR images, the intersection of r1 and r2 within the window tends to be

larger and the union of r1 and r2 tends to be smaller, in which case, jacd becomes

larger approaching to 1. Note that jacd is 1 for the exact same motion, and a smaller

jacd value indicates larger motion inconsistency.

We determined the threshold of jacd to identify inconsistent datasets by minimiz-

ing the identification errors, which is the summation of the number of false positive

and the number of false negative. The false positive is defined as a case for which

the motion is consistent by observation but estimated by algorithm as inconsistent;

similarly, the false negative denotes a case for which the motion is inconsistent by

observation but estimated by algorithm as consistent.
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3.3 Experiment and Results

3.3.1 Datasets

The experiments were done using two normal subjects, named ABK and DIR.

Subjects were instructed to pronounce /ashell/ repeatedly during image acquisition.

There are a total of 26 time frames for each slice. At each time frame, 26 SPAMM

A and 26 SPAMM B (7 sagittal slices with horizontal tags, 7 sagittal slices with

vertical tags, and 12 axial slices) were acquired. All tagged MR images were acquired

with single 1D tags. Seven sagittal slices had horizontal tags to provide motion

information in the superior-inferior direction; seven sagittal slices had vertical tags to

provide motion information in the anterior-posterior direction; and twelve axial slices

provided motion information in the right-left direction. The tag distance is 12 mm.

Same amount of cine-MR images were also acquired at the same time. The image

size is 128 × 128 with a pixel size of 1.875 × 1.875 mm2 and the slice thickness of

6 mm.

The ground truth was obtained by visual identification of motion consistency be-

tween the tagged MR images and the cine-MR images. For a tagged sagittal slice,

we have SPAMM A with horizontal tags (A1), SPAMM A with vertical tags (A2),

SPAMM B with horizontal tags (B1), and SPAMM B with horizontal tags (B2).

Any two of them with orthogonal tags can be combined to provide 2D motion in-

formation, e.g., A1A2, A1B2, B1A2, and B1B2. The visual identification of their
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motion consistency can be directly compared with the identification results gener-

ated by our algorithm. The tongue motion consistency of A1, A2, B1, B2, is first

visually evaluated by comparing their motion pattern individually to the motion in

the corresponding cine-MR image at the same location. Then, for each slice, the

motion consistency of all combinations with orthogonal tags (A1A2, A1B2, B1A2,

and B1B2) can be identified using the following criteria:

A1A2 =






1, if A1 = 1 or A2 = 1;

0, otherwise.

A1B2 =






1, if A1 = 1 or B2 = 1;

0, otherwise.

B1A2 =






1, if B1 = 1 or A2 = 1;

0, otherwise.

B1B2 =






1, if B1 = 1 or B2 = 1;

0, otherwise.

(3.2)

where 1 denotes the current tagged MR image is inconsistent with the cine-MR image,

and 0 denotes the the current tagged MR image is consistent.

No noticeable motion inconsistency was observed for all axial tagged MR images.

They were all visually considered as consistent with the cine-MR images and therefore

their consistency was not evaluated in the experiment. There were 2 × 7 × 4 combi-

nations in total for 2D motion consistency test, among which 12 slices were identified

as consistent with the cine-MR images and 44 slices were identified as inconsistent.

They were used as the ground truth to determine a threshold to distinguish and

identify the inconsistent dataset and evaluate the accuracy of our motion consistency

evaluation algorithm.
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Figure 3.3: Seeds and tongue masks of the middle sagittal slice of subject ABK. Seeds
both inside the tongue and outside the tongue at the background are chosen manually
at the 1st time frame in (a). Seeds are propagated using deformable registration to
the 5th time frame in (b), the 10th time frame in (c), the 15th time frame in (d), the
20th time frame in (e), and the 25th time frame in (f). Red points are seeds inside
the tongue and green points are seeds outside the tongue at the background. The
tongue is segmented using the random walker algorithm and the tongue masks are
shown in red at the 1st time frame in (g), the 5th time frame in (h), the 10th time
frame in (i), the 15th time frame in (j), the 20th time frame in (k), and the 25th time
frame in (l).

3.3.2 Experimental Results

The tongue was segmented by using the semi-automatic segmentation algorithm

described in Section 3.2.2. Seeds were input by a user both inside the tongue and

on the background at the first time frame and then were propagated using ANTs

deformable registration [57] to the remaining 25 time frames for 7 sagittal cine-MR

slices for each subject. The first row in Fig. 3.3 shows an example of a user-provided

and propagated seeds for the middle sagittal slice of subject ABK. The corresponding

2D tongue segmentation results are shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3.3. When the

tongue touches other structures in the oral cavity during the tongue movement, such
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Figure 3.4: The tongue segmented from real acquired cine-MR images and the de-
formed tongue images. The first row shows the tongue segmented from real acquired
cine-MR images. The second row is for the deformed tongue images using displace-
ments estimated from A1A2, the third row for A1B2, the forth row for B1A2, and
the fifth row for B1B2. (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f) represent corresponding results
at the 1st time frame, the 5th time frame, the 10th time frame, the 15th time frame
, the 20th time frame, and the 25th time frame, respectively.

as teeth, the segmentation may yield error including a part of non-tongue region in

the tongue mask because of their similar intensities and thus the motion consistency

evaluation can be affected. Both seed propagation and tongue segmentation were

manually checked before the following steps.

After the 3D tongue motion estimation, the interpolated 3D sagittal cine-MR

volume with the interpolated 3D tongue mask at the first time frame was deformed

using the corresponding estimated displacement fields. The deformed sagittal slices
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Figure 3.5: ROC curves with their corresponding incorporated window for the sim-
ilarity measurement. FPR in the x-axis denotes the false positive rate; TPR in the
y-axis denotes the true positive rate. The corresponding window used in calculating
FPR and TPR in each sub figure is shown at its right corner. The largest AUC
indicates the optimal choice of the size and the location of the window.

were extracted directly from the deformed volumes. One example of the deformed

tongue images is shown in Fig. 3.4. For each sagittal slice, we have four deformations

from A1A2, A1B2, B1A2, and B1B1 to compare with the corresponding cine-MR

image. Although the displacements were estimated in a cuboid region of interest,

the deformed images contained only the tongue because of the incorporated tongue

mask at the first time frame. Also, the boundary of the tongue was smoothed in the

deformed images because the smoothing operation incorporated in PVIRA. These

deformed images can be binarized easily to yield the shape of the tongue at all time

frames to be compared with the shape of the tongue in the cine-MR images.
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Figure 3.6: The averaged Jaccard index Jave of all 56 tested datasets. The purple
bar denotes the dataset that is visually identified as inconsistent dataset relative to
the cine-MR images; the blue bar denotes the dataset that is visually identified as
consistent dataset relative to the cine-MR images. The red dashed line represents the
determined threshold around 0.92 with 7 inconsistency identification errors (4 false
negative and 3 false positive). If the measurement Jave is larger than the threshold,
the corresponding dataset is identified as a consistent dataset by the algorithm and
vice versa. The bar plots within the black box is zoomed in and shown at the lower
right corner for better visualization.

Jaccard index defined in Eq. 3.1 was used to compare the similarity of the tongue

shape between the binarized deformed image and its corresponding tongue mask

segmented from cine-MR image within the selected window frame by frame and slice

by slice, and thus allowing us to evaluate the motion consistency of the current tagged

MR image combination. The ROC curves under the selection of different sizes or

locations of the window is shown in Fig. 3.5. The AUC is 0.8674 for the window

defined in (a), 0.8712 in (b), 0.8428 in (c), 0.8541 in (d), 0.6903 in (e), and 0.8671 in

(f). Therefore, the optimal window should be what is defined in Fig. 3.5(b), which

includes the top half region of interest. This makes intuitively sense. First, the

superior side of the tongue has more obvious motion and thus is more sensitive to
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the datasets with inconsistent motion. Second, the window cannot be too small to

only contain the tip of the tongue although the most distinguishable motion happens

there. For slices at the side of the tongue, the window defined in Fig. 3.5(e) only

contains a extremely small region of the tongue, thus it makes jacd too sensitive to

small motion inconsistency.

Based on the optimal window, the threshold to distinguish consistent and inconsis-

tent datasets for two tested subjects was determined as 0.92 that minimized the total

number of inconsistency identification errors (4 false negative and 3 false positive),

as shown in Fig. 3.6.

3.4 Conclusion and Discussion

In this work, we proposed a method to evaluate the tongue motion consistency

for tagged MR images. We performed experiments on two subjects to find the valid

measurement and its threshold to identify the inconsistent motion.

This semi-automatic motion inconsistency evaluation framework can be poten-

tially incorporated into our current 3D tongue motion estimation framework. It

can serve as an essential step to check the quality of the acquired tagged MR im-

ages and decide if they can be used in the motion estimation task without requiring

time-consuming manual checking process, thus allowing for the 3D tongue motion

estimation framework to produce accurate motion estimation. Also, many steps in
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the consistency evaluation framework is repeated in the motion estimation framework

and thus can be simplified by directly utilizing the results from motion estimation

framework to check the integrity of the current estimation. This motion inconsistency

estimation framework is not restricted to the tongue study but can also be used in

other similar motion consistency studies.

This evaluation method has some potential weaknesses and some corresponding

future work can be done to further improve this method. First, the cine-MR image is

treated as the reference based on the assumption that the tongue motion in multiple

series of cine-MR slices are consistent with each other and their motion patterns can

be reliably identified. However, in practice, this assumption may not hold. It would

be interesting to use direct point tracking-based techniques at the meantime to assist

in identifying the tongue motion during image acquisition and therefore provide a

better reference for comparison. As mentioned in 1.1, direct point tracking-based

techniques can provide the motion information of some sparse points. These points

can be treated as the landmarks to verify the consistency of the cine-MR images and

the tagged images.

Second, the present study used only two subjects and 56 labels in assessing the

performance of the proposed approach, and as a result the conclusions made could

be biased. Rigorous testing using larger subject cohort should be performed to more

thoroughly evaluate the performance and increase the inconsistency identification

accuracy. Furthermore, more datasets will allow us to separate training and testing
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datasets to avoid any bias.

Third, we used a simple similarity measure, Jaccard Index, to assess the motion

consistency. It would be interesting to try other similarity measures used for pattern

recognition, such as distance measures, to explore the relationship of tongue shapes

in consistent datasets and inconsistent datasets.

It would also be interesting to use some machine learning approaches in which

different subjects are first registered into a common atlas space followed by feature

learning for consistent and inconsistent datasets. When a large amount of data are

used, inconsistent data may be efficiently and robustly identified.
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